3 methods to prevent your son from becoming a pussy - back to guns teach your kids the 4 universal safety rules as soon as they are old enough to understand fire is hot and razor blades are sharp make use of 22 lr rifles and pistols either you or one of your friends is sitting on 5000 rounds of 22 rimfire quit hoarding it and teach your kids to shoot, the political thought of the american revolution amazon - see the best books of 2018 looking for something great to read browse our editors picks for the best books of the year in fiction nonfiction mysteries children's books and much more, https en wikipedia org wiki special search - we would like to show you a description here but the site won't allow us, amazon com movies tv - movies from amazon com get the popcorn and pretzels ready amazon com carries all the popular movies you're looking for so any night of the week can be movie night, how to survive your ccw class without being shot - the incident was described as a freak accident and one person said the gun accidentally went off on june 18 2016 james baker the owner of kayjay gun shop in ohio was killed after a student in a concealed carry training class had a negligent discharge the bullet that killed baker had passed through an adjoining wall and struck him in the neck, port manteaux word maker onedictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you'll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you'll get back words like gazellephant and gorilidebeest, i take offense to that last one tv tropes - alternatively a character may take umbrage at all the insults but address the one that bothers them most rather than get into a point by point argument or address one that isn't a matter of opinion sometimes it's just that only one of the set of insults actually matters to either the speaker or target or both, the last psychiatrist no self respecting woman would go - for some reason one of the most emailed articles from the nyt was an article about whether women should or should not wear make up new york times sounds progressive yes seven people were asked their opinion in a column called room for debate liars there was no debate all of them said i guess so their main contribution was the hedge it's a woman's choice so while pretending, poem of the masses dr pangloss - poem of the masses my smile melts with confusion artistically enhanced she titty danced her clients glanced at her mammarily expanded bust de pantsed
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